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Abstract

Forensic handwriting examination is one of the most complex and controversial types 
of forensic research, the results of which are often disputed in court. One of the reasons 
for that is experts’ subjectivity. Using quantitative methods and introducing computer 
technology in the process of handwriting examination can increase its objectivity. Thus, 
the article analyzes various ways to improve handwriting research, which in the future 
may increase its objectivity. The author examines the development trends of quantita-
tive methods and the use of computer technology in handwriting examination process.
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Introduction

The contemporary era is strongly characterized by the rapidly devel-
oping information technology. Scientifi c and technological progress plays 
a crucial role in the life of modern society, both on an individual and state 
level. It is obvious that using computing technology can simplify and im-
prove most human professional activities. One of them is forensic exper-
tise, and in particular forensic handwriting examination.
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Launch of computer technologies and science investigations in hand-
writing examination occurred in the USSR between the 1960s and the 
1970s. The major contributors were Russian criminologist R.M. Lanzman 
together with mathematicians V.A. Yakubovich and B.N. Kozinets. Further 
followers of this direction and research of theoretical and practical provi-
sions of this fi eld included scientists such as: A.A. Zhuravel, N.V. Trosh-
ko, L.G. Edzhubov, A.Y. Lerner, V.N. Vapnik, I.B. Siroja, A.M. Com-
panets, A.R. Shlyakhov, V.A. Poshkevichus, V.F. Orlova, A.V. Smirnov, 
N.G. Sakharov, P.V. Bondarenko, N.A. Zamaraeva, and others.

Related works

Looking back at its history, we can notice that handwriting examina-
tion was the fi rst branch of criminalistic examinations where the attempts 
of using computer technologies took place. However, even then, the afore-
mentioned scientists realized that increasing objectiveness of handwriting 
examination was a necessity. I believe it is also important today due to 
a number of reasons.

1. Forensic handwriting examination is still partially subjective. De-
spite the fact that an expert is bound by a well-established set of rules, 
his evaluations may not be entirely objective. Some internal and external 
factors might aff ect an expert’s work, which may lead to a wrong conclu-
sion, which is utterly unacceptable. 

2. Current mathematical methods developed for purposes other than 
handwriting examination may cause some diffi  culties for experts. Com-
puter technologies can adjust the above methods, making it possible to 
use them in such examinations.

3. Today, the signature is certainly among the most popular objects of 
handwriting expertise, as well as identifi cation research of signature – is 
a very important task during the work on criminal, arbitration, and other 
cases. Despite the common practice being the use of a traditional meth-
od, there are still some rare tasks which cause signifi cant diffi  culties and 
require a special approach. The study of simple, concise, and simplifi ed 
signatures, as well as signatures with letter-free transcription, can be con-
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sidered such a task. The system of general and specifi c features was cre-
ated in 1964 for research on overly informative handwriting implemen-
tations. The problem is that this system is not appropriate for small and 
short handwriting objects. That is why science society faced the neces-
sity of developing new handwriting features system with the use of com-
puter technologies. 

4. Using computer technologies in other types of criminalistic exper-
tise. For example, the common use of such software and technical com-
plexes as ADIS, Dakto 2000 (NGO Todes, Minsk), Sonda (LLP Path-
fi nder, Miass), Arsenal (TO papilon, Miass), PTC for the compilation of 
subjective portraits FRS-2 (MSTU called Bauman’s).

All these factors explain the wide interest in implementing computer 
technologies into handwriting examination. Years ago, Russian crimin-
alistic experts did research which proved the potential of using computer 
technologies in handwriting examination. This fact stimulates new re-
search. Unfortunately, some authors and scientists note that the developed 
theoretical and practical statements and programs are not often used in 
real life. I believe that one of the reasons is the low level of programing 
knowledge in that time, which lead to bad research results and faulty im-
plementation of computer technologies. Besides, there are also organiza-
tional issues: the absence of economic, political, fi nancial, technical, and 
other resources. There are also individual factors, such as a low motiv-
ation level.

Computerizing handwriting examination is a diffi  cult process, con-
sisted of integrating legal and technical knowledge. Research on this issue 
should be done in a new way, with the use of previous experience and 
simultaneous attention to the modern circumstances. I am sure that com-
puterization of handwriting examination should be classifi ed as a new 
concept. Besides, a more systemic approach is necessary. The basis for 
this new conception is scientifi c research, results of which form theor-
etical and methodological foundations for implementing computer tools 
into the handwriting examination practice. To my mind, the priority of 
computerization is identifying the general direction as well as describing 
useful methods and operations.
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Conclusions

Modern technologies create opportunities to develop handwriting 
examination. The analysis of modern studies with common topics sug-
gests that the next decade will be a time of improvements in this branch 
of criminalistic examination. Computer technologies will lead to the de-
velopment of automated databases, which will help solve unique cases. 
This is going to be the time of computers recognizing handwritten texts 
and signatures, the development of separate automated methods, the in-
tegration of automated technical tools into the process of handwriting ex-
pertise, as well as the development and study of new trends such as the 
biometric signature.

I managed to analyze key historical aspects of handwriting examina-
tion computerization in Russia. Specifi c programs and tools are not popu-
lar among experts. There are no universal and general methods or com-
plexes. Unfortunately, there are also theoretical and methodological gaps 
in computerization of handwriting examination. That is why continuing 
the research is still necessary.
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